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EFFECT OF E1INE OPkTIN VARIABLES AID 
FUEL AIR RA.TIOS ON KNOCK OHPRAOTJRISTICS 

OP SELECTED RZDROCARBONS 

IN TRO DUC TI ON 

The detonating characteristics o fuels for spark 

ignition engines have been the subjects of a vast amount of 

research work since about 1O. bout this time it was 

pointed out i Ricardo (16)* that the limiting compression 

ratio which could be employed. in an spark-ignition engine 

was that compression ratio which caused the fuel vapor-air 

mixture to knock or ping. Later investigations disclosed. 

that this knock was caused b the vers rapid combustion of 

that part of the fuel-air mixture which had. not been swept 

through by the flame front. It was recognized, that the 

compression ratio at which the phenomena of knock occurred 

was not the same for all fuels, some failing at a compres- 

sion ratio of less than 3:1 and. others performing satis- 

factorily at 15:1. These great differences in H.U.C.R. 

(highest useful compression ratio) were shown to be due to 

the chemical nature of the hydrocarbon compounds. 

Every method of determining fuel failure that has had 

any degree of application has involved the use of an actual 

engine. One of the first engines designed for this purpose 

*Numbers in parenthesis refer to bibliography. 
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was the iordo E. 35, with variable compression ratio. 

.?uels were rated bj ear, that is, b increasing tne corn- 

pression ratio until the engine imocked. audibly, and. 

observing the compression ratio at which this knock oc- 

curred.. The large size and. cost of the equipment prevented 

its universal adoption (3) . The general i:.otors Delco and. 

the Series 30 Ethyl Gasoline Corporation engines, small 

single cylinder fixed compression ratio units adapted from 

a commercial engine, were used from about 1922 to 1931. 

These engines, when used with the Mid.gley bouncing-pin and 

knockrneter, gave fairly reliable results and served until 

an engine designed expressly for the Cooperative Puel Re- 

search Committee was introduced.. 

This engine, using an improved. bouncing-pin indicator 

and a teobnique evolved through extensive experimentation, 

is now the official engine for the standard .STM-CFR Motor 

Method of fuel rating. Detailed description of the equip- 

ment, testing conditions, and. technique is found. in ASTM 

Standards for l4l, Supplement; Part III. 

There are at the present time three distinct labora- 

tory fuel rating methods employed., all using the basic 

ASTM-CFR engine with certain modifications. All of the 

methods are identical, however, in that they rate test 

fuels in terms of an arbitrary scale of octane numbers. 

The octane number of a test fuel is defined. as the percent- 

age, by volume of isooctane 2-2-4 tn-methyl pentane in 
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nornial .laeptane which will oe equally resistant to d.etona- 

tion under specifieö. conditions of engine operation. 
The three fuel rating methods referred. to above are 

named. the ASTM-CFR Motor, the Research, and the riny ir 
Corps l-C methods. The first two are comrnon1 usea to 

determine the octane ratings of motor fuels whose octane 

numbers are, roughl1', ±rorn 50 to 90. or this purpose they 

are generally quite satis±actor'. The latter method, Armv 

Air Corps l-O, is used to rate aircraft fuels whose octane 

numbers are about 70 and. above. ll three methods rate 
fuels at the maximum knock flel-air ratio, on the assurnp- 

tion that at an other ±uel-air ratio the detonation will 
be less severe, and that if the ±uel will perform catis- 
factorilì in service at this fuel-air ratio lt will also 
perform satisfactorily at evers other fuel-air ratio. This 

assumption is generally true or fuels cornmonly used in 

autoniobile and truck engines. It is less true in the case 

of fuels for aircraft engines. Lodern aircraft engines 

demand fuels that will allow operation at high compression 

ratios and. lean (maximum knock) mixtures to obtain maximum 

fuel economi. A second requirement of the fuel is that it 
resist detonation at maximum power (25-30 per cent rich) 
fuel-air ratios. This situation is encountered under take- 

off conditions using high manifold boost pressures. If the 

fuels available do not have the anti-knock required 
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under these severe conditions the mixture is further en- 

riched to suppress detonation. Thus, it becomes of impor- 

tance to know the anti-knock values of aircraft engine 

fuels at different mixture ratios. 

The high manifold pressures attained result in high 

inlet air or mixture temperatures, if an intercooler be- 

tween supercharger and engine is not used. Thus, the 

effect of mixture temperature upon fuel anti-knock value 

is of importance. 

The effect of engine speed upon fuel performance is 

appreciable (7) (ii). Although most fuels will show less 

tendency to knock at high engine speeds, the relative speed 

sensitivity of different fuels ma be great. Thus, the 

effect of speed upon anti-knoct value warrants investiga- 

tion. 

Under take-oft conditions at high manifold boost, the 

engine temperatures increase and. cooling is relatively poor 

due to low air speeds. Thus, the olinder, or jacket, 

temperature becomes an important variable, which effect 

upon anti-knock value merits study. 
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GNE AND I1'STRUMENTATION 

Equipment u.sed. in these tests consisted of an ASTM-CFR 

fuel research engine with suitable pulleis for obtaining 

different engine speeds, air and. fuel measurement equip- 

ment, electrical instrumentation for determining detona- 

tion, axd suitable controls for maintaining proper inlet 

mixture, crankcase oil, and cooling jacket temperatures. 

Engine 

The engine used. was a standard 0FR fuel research 

engine, Fig. 1, 3 1/4" bore by 4 1/2" stroke with compres- 

sion ratio continuously variable from 4.0:1 to 1.O:l. 

Certain modifications o± the standard engine were used. 

The throttle plate was removed from the inlet manifold.. 

Spark setting was maintained. constant for each speed. 

Three different jacket temperatures were used--l350., 

Inlet air teinperature8 O± 75°', 

and. 35O were used. 

Fuel Measuring Equipment 

Fuel was measured volurnetrical1y b3 means of a pipette 

attached to a modified carburetor float bowl, Fig. 2. A 

Three-way valve provided. means for filling and emptying the 

pipette or running directly from the main fuel supply. The 



volume of the pipette was 25 ml. The rate of fuel flow was 

d.etermined b measuring with a stop-watch the time neces- 

sar,y for 25 ml. Repeated checks show that the fuel could 

be measured with an error of less than one per cent. 

.ir Leasuring quipment 

ir measiiments were made bi use of a wet test meter 

with a capacity of one cubic foot per revolution, big. 3. 

20-gallon barrel with ruober diaphragms suostituted. for 

the solid heads was placed between the meter and the engine 

to absorb air pulsations. When this equipment was directly 

attached to the engine, the resistance to air flow caused 

b the meter produced a pressure drop of approximately one 

inch of water. Then actual measurements of air flow were 

made a positive pressare was applied to the inlet side of 

the air meter just sufficient to compensate for the pres- 

sure drop through the meter. 

Inasmuch as the air from this type meter is practicaU 

saturated with water vapor, it was considered inadvisable 

to draw the inlet air continuou.sly through the meter while 

making the ratings on the fuels. Therefore, measurements 

were made for each set of engine conditions arid for rich 

and lean fuel-air mixtures. These air measurements were 

then used in the calculation of fuel-air ratios for tne 

particular set of conditions. It was found that a 50 per 
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cent increase in fuel-air ratio resulted in not more than 

one per cent d.ecrease in air consumption ander any partie- 

ular set of engine cond.itions. The effect of compression 

ratio on air consumption was too small to be detected, 

aitnough the equipment was accurate to within one per cent. 

Electrical Instrumentation 

The equipment for determining degree of detonation 

consisted of a Standard Oil Company of California engine 

indicator of the magneto-striction type connected to a 

cathoe ray tube oscillograph. Detailed description of 

this equipment appears elsewhere (ô). The oscillograph 

used was one built at Oregon State College and has special 

circuits designed for use with this type of engine indica- 

tor. The osoillograph sweep was synchronized. with the 

engine by means of a synchronizing unit. 

Detonation Indicatore 

Several methods oÍ' determining the degree of detona- 

tion in an engine are available for use. Of these, two 

have been referred to above. The aural method is used ex- 

tensively in road octane ratings of motor fuels (4) but has 

been largely displaced by electrical equipraent for labora- 

tory fuel ratings. Representative of one class of knock 



detection eQuipment is the bouncing-pin knockrneter. In 

this eq,uipment a pin rests on a diaphragm exposed. to the 

combustion space. Detonation pressure vaves vibrate the 
diaphragm, causing the pin to be thrown upward.. This up- 

ward. movement o± the pin Is arrested. by, and closes, leaf 
spring contacting points, which allow current to flow 

through an ammeter in proportion to the d.eree of d.etona- 

tion. Sorne of the disadvantages of this equipnient are 

discussed b Schutz (19). Changing the compression ratio 
of the engine affects the maximum c'clic pressure, thereb' 
changing the kriocknieter reading for a given lmock in- 
teneity. 

Other electrical equipment has been devised for use in 

knock detection and evaluation (14) . The magneto-etriction 

»pe indicator h.s been recent1 developed and. was used. 

throughout the course of the work described in this thesis. 
This indicator makes use of the phenomena o± flux change 

resulting from constriction of a magnetic core o constant 

polarity. The flux changes produce a voltage in a coil 
surrounding the core, which is subjected, through a dia- 
phragm, to the c1inder pressures. This voltage, when 

amplified and. impressed across the vertical plates of a 

cathode ra tuoe oscillograph, will produce a deflection of 

tue beam whose amplitude is proportional to the rate at 

which the cylinder pressure is changing. 



Some of the advantages of this equipment are compact- 

ness, durability, electrical constancy, and inexpensive 

construction. 

Spark advance values, which were held constant at each 

speed, were 20 degrees at 600 rpm, 25 degrees at 900 rpm, 

and 30 degrees at 1200 rpm. 
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Fig. i Test Equipment set-up 

Air Meter riot shown 
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p1g. 2 (above) 'ue1 Measuring Equipment 

i?ig. 3 (below) Air Measuring Equipment 
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TEST CONDITIONS, PROCEDURE, AD FUELS 

Test Conditions 

The speeds at which the engine was operated during 

this work were 600, 900, and 1200 rpm. Since the power 

absorption unit is a constant speed electric motor, speed 

changing involved changing pulleys. For this reason engine 

speed was maintained constant while the other variables 

were examined. 

The engine coolants were selected to give a fair1i 

wide range of jacket temperatures. The coolants used were 

Boiling Point 

Acetone 135°F 

Vater 212°F 

Eth1ene glyool-water 335'F 

Ihe cooling system of the ASTM-CFR engine is the 

evaporative type. Therefore it was not necessary to pro- 

vide temperature control equipment. Freqaent determination 

0± the coolant boiling point to detect any change due to 

dilution was necessary in the cases of the acetone and 

ethylene g1yoo1-water solution. 

The mixture temperature was controlled by an electric 

"knife" heater in the induction system. For speeds of 600 

and 900 rpm the capacity of a single 1000 watt heater was 
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sufficient to maintain the inlet mixture at the highest 

temperature desired., but when the engine speed was in- 

creased to 1200 rpm it was necessary to insert a second 

1000 watt heater in the system ahead. of the carouretor, 

i?ig. 2. 

The fuel-air ratios used. were (a) maximum knock, 

(b) 25 per cent rich, and (c) 50 per cent rich. Mixture 

(a) is that ratio at which the fuel is caused to detonate 

most severely and. represents the least knock resistance of 

the fuel under the particular operating conditions. Mix- 

ture (b) represents the fuel-air ratio at which an engine 

will develop maximum power. Mixture (e) is representative 

of mixture ratios emplo>ed to suppress detonation in air- 

craft engines at the high manifold pressures encountered 

under take-off conditions. 

Test Procedure 

Before each day's testing the engine was operated on 

regular grade gasoline for a sufficient length of time to 

establish equilibrium engine temperatures. This prelirnin- 

ar warm-up period was shortened to about one-half hour by 

an electric heating unit built integrally with the crank- 

case. Mixture temperature was established at the desired 

value. 

The carburetor bowl with fuel measuring pipette 
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attached was filled with a test fuel and. the carDuretor 

switched to this bowl b means o a selector valve. T'ne 

fuel rate was tìien ad.justed, by means of a needle valve, to 

a value 8lightly less lean than that causing misfire. The 

cornpresion ratio was then increased until light d.etonation 

occurred a indicated. by the rate diagram. The fuel rate 

was again adjusted to give the maximum detonation at that 

compression ratio. The compression ratio was again ad.- 

justed. until the d.etonation peak on the d.iagram was the 

height ind.icating light imock, and. a final adjustment of 

the fuel rate was made. The pipette was filled with fuel 

o means of the attached springe and. the three wa valve on 

the carburetor float owl turned to connect the pipette 

with the carburetor. The time required for a flow of 25 

nil. was d.eterrnined.. Fuel measurements were repeated. until 

check readings were obtained.. Inlet mixture arid oil tern- 

peratures were observed. at frequent intervals to assure 

their remaining constant. Fuel flow rate and. compression 

ratio d.ata were recorded. 

The fuel rate was then increased. to 125 per cent of 

that required. at maximum knock axd the compression ratio 

increased. until the diagram indicated. light knock. These 

data were recorded and the fuel rate further increased to 

150 per cent of maximum knock fuel rate. The compression 

ratio for light knock at this fuel-air ratio was obtained. 
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and. recorded.. A similar procedure was followed for each 

fuel at each combination of engine speed and jacket and 

mixture temperatures. 

Test 'uels 

The fuels upon which the tests were made were selected 

to include widely different hd.rocarbon types, each of 

which would. be as nearly representative as possible 0± its 

particular type. 

2araffinic Puel----3 Reference Fuel. This fuel is 100 

per cent paraf±'inic, oS per cent of which is 2-2-4 tri- 

methyl pentane and 15 per cent paraffin trimmers, and has 

ari ASTM-OFR Motor Iethod octane number of 99+. This fuel 

served the dual purpose o± providing a reference for evalu- 

ating the anti-knock properties of the other fuels in terms 

0± octane numbers and. representing an important group of 

hydrocarbons, the branched. chain paraffins. This particu- 

lar fuel is one used. as a secondary reference ±uel for 

ASTM-CPR octane ratings. 

Aromatic Fuel--Benzol. Benzol, which name is employed. 

to differentiate it, a commercial product, from chemically 

pure benzene, is representative of the aromatic hydrocar- 

bons in its performance in the spark ignition êngine. The 

sample used. for these tests consisted. of about 85 per cent 

beuzene and 15 per cent toluene. The ASTi1-CFR Motor Method. 
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octane number of pure benzene has been reported. (Journal of 

the Institute of Petroleum, Jurie 1940) to be 108. 

The preenee of aromatics has been shown in all crud.e 

oils, sorne Far Eastern crudes containing up to 36 per cent 

in the gas3line fraction (12) . Motor fuel produced as a 

by-product of the coking ind.u8tr nd b3 the h3drogenation 

o± coal contain large percentages of these h3drocarbons. 

i3enzene has been used as a imock supressing agent for 
motor fuels for naan 3ears and is an importnt constituent 
of mani preseit day aviation fuels. 

Olefinic Fuel--Di-isobutyleiie. Recent developments 

in petroleum technology have included the synthesis of 

motor fuels from refinery and cracking unit gases, and the 

accelerated use of thermal and catalytic cracking of heavy 

hydrocarbon molecules to produce compounds which fall with- 

in the boiling point range of gasoline. Olefinic, or un- 

saturated, molecules suitable for use as motor fuels result 
from the above processes, the former by polymerization of 

lower molecular weight unsaturates, arïd. the latter by 

slitting the larger molecules into saturated and. unsatu- 

rated compounds. The unsaturates occucy an important place 

among motor fuels, both bì virtue of the quantities in- 

volved and because they are valuable for use as blending 

fuels for improving the antiknock value of low octane 

number gasolines. 

he oÏefinic fuel used änfing the tests was commercial 
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d.i-isobutylene, a mixture of the two isomers 2-2-4 tri- 
methyl peritene-i and 2-2-4 ti-i-methyl pentene-2, the former 

being present in the greater amount of 4 to 1 (9) 

iaphthenic iuel--Cyo1ohexane. Cyclohexane was 

selected to represent the naphtheric type hydrocaroris. 

These hydrocarbons occur naturally in many crudes, particu- 

larly those of California, the Mid-west, and the ulf 

Coast. The sample used. was teebxiical grade cyclohexane, a 

substantially pure product. 

Reference Fuels. Two reference fuels, of high snd. low 

anti-knock value, were used. to facilitate the evaluation of 

the .iiock resistance of the test fuels. The high reference 

was P-3 + 2 cc. tetraethyl lead per gallon, and. the low 

reference was bO per cent P-3 + 20 per cent n-heptane, pro- 

ducing a fuel of 80 octane number. 
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tNDICATOR DIAGRAMS 

Throughout the course of the work ir.dîcator diagrarns 

were used to indicate the point o1 fuel failure, that is, 
tiie point arbitrari1 selected. as the degree o± detonation 

which would oe allowed.. Therefore, a consideration o± 

diagrams witn special emphasis on those obtainable with 

the magneto-striction indicator is of interest. A con- 

ventional engine indicator diagram illustrated in Pig. 4 

shows tne relationship between cj1inder pressure and cil- 
inder volume at eacn part of the cc1e. rig. 5 shows this 
Saule tipe oi diagraui extended along the abscissa. Fig. ô 

shows a pressure-time diagram where time has reflaced. 

volume on the abscissa. These diagrams are dissimilar in 

that cylinder volume is not direct1 proportional to time 

but is a funetton of crank angle. Fig. 7 is a sketch o± 

the rate of pressure change versus time. The abscissa is, 
of course, the same as that in Fig. 6, but in this case 

the ordinate height is proportional to the slope o the 

line of Fig. 6. This is tne diagram obtained b directl' 
amili±ing tne electrical impulses from the magneto- 

striction indicator. The height of the rate diagram is not 

a measure of the total pressure in the cylinder but is an 

indication of the rate at which the pressure is changing. 

Thus, ail points to the left of the point B, at which the 

diagram intersects the abscissa, indicate that the pressure 
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In the cy1inder is increasing and. all IDoints to the right 

irdicate that the cylinder pressure i decreasing. 

?ig. b shows a rate diagram obtained under conditions 

of light audible detonation. It is seen that normal corn- 

bustion occurs up to point .L-.. At this point very rapid 

combustion of the last part o± the charge to burn results 

in pressure waves being set up. The detonation contributes 

very little to the total cyclic pressure, since it Involves 

a relatively small part of the onarge. The pressure waves 

impact against the cylinder walls, inducing a forced vi- 

oration. This vibration is the source of the audible ock 

associated with detonation. 

Fig. 9 shows an oscillogram of a pressure-time diagram 

taken under conditions of heavy audible detonation. It is 

seen that this type of diagram does not readily indicate 

detonation because no appreciable change in cyclic pressure 

is caused by detonation. 

The method. by which the rate diagram was used to 

estimate the point o1 light audible knock was as follows: 

The oscillograph vertical amplitude gain was set at a 

constant value and the engine conditions stabilized. The 

compression ratio was increased until light audible knock 

was detected aurally. The height of the detonation peak 

(Fig. b) was taken as standard and each fuel was rated at 

the compression ratio which caused a similar detonation 
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peaK to appear on the diagram. Repeated observations to 

cheek reproducibilit3 of compression ratio b the use of 

the diagram were made and it was found that at compression 

ratios from 4.0:1 to about 8.0:1, it could be accomplished 

to within 0.05 compression ratio. Por compression ratios 

from above b.0:1 the reproducioi1it is within 0.10 corn- 

pression ratio. 

1±' the signal from the indicator is differentiated. 

e1ectrica11ì, a diagram such as shown in Fig. 10 is 

obtained.. This diagram is essential1v the second differ- 

exitial of pressure with respect to time. The electrical 

circuit ernployed to aecomplisn this differentiation blocks 

out most of the low frequencj signals and transmits those 

in the frequency range of about 5,003 to 25,000 cicles per 

second, the frequency range of the detonation sound (1) 

(it). Thus, the detonation efiects mai' e isolated from 

tne other combustion phenomena. This diagram shows up 

other high frequency events which are not shown b the P-T 

or d/d: diagrams. The high frequency oscillations of low 

amplitude occurring prior to the main detonation band are 

caused by extraneous engine noises such as valve clatter. 

The diagram shown was obtained under conditions of light 

audible detonation. This diagram is very sensitive to 

small changes in knock intensit'. t different compression 

ratios, however, the same degree of audible detonation does 
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not give exact1 similar diagrams. It cannot, therefore, 

be taken as an absolute measure of the degree of detonation, 

but is vers useful when used in conjunction with the rate 

diagram. 

The versati1ity and ease of manipulation of this tipe 

of indicating equipment make it a tool of inestimable value 

to trie cornoustion research fraternity. 
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Fig. b Rate Osoillogram 

Fig. 9 Rate of Rate Oscillograrn 

Fia. 10 Pressure-Time Oseillogram 
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ACCURACY OF RESULTS 

The results herein presented are not to be consiöered. 

determinations off the octane ratings of the fuels tested.. 

There are several reasons wh such an asurnption would be 

mis1eadin. Principally, since the operating conditions 

were freuent1y changed, it was not possible to know that 

the engine factors were constant. 5econdl, because the 

operator estimated the degree of detonation b the appear- 

ance of the rate diagram, there existed the postbility 

that his estimation of t,he knock might vari from one time 

to another. 

An such variation would probably riot greatly influence 

the octane rating of a test fuel, since it has been shown 

(b) that knock rating is not appreciably affected by the 

intensity of knock at which the ratings are made if test 

fuels are matched b reference fuels. However, when the 

data are interpreted in terms of the compression ratio at 

which the fuel failed, then any variation from time to time 

would introduce error. Every effort was made to av3id. such 

a possioiiity. 

s only three reference fuels were included in the 

group of fuels examined, it was necessary to estimate the 

octane number of the nahthenic and olefinic fuels and the 

F-3 + tetraethyl lead equLvalent of the benzol. This was 

done by interpolating between the critical compression 
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ratios of the reference fuels. This interpolation could riot 

be acoornp11she with accurac,y, especially at the lower 

values, where saiall d.iffereriees in cornpre$sion ratios re- 
present fairly large differences in octane numbers. There- 

fore, the octane eqaivalerits expressed in Table$ 1 to ô are 
not exact expressions. They 1o, however, indicate relative 
differences. 
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DISCUSSION 

L.ny investigation involving d.etonation requires that 

one have at hand means by which detonation may be evalu- 

ated. Since detonation is a phenomenon, it, in common with 

all phenomena, is not directly measurable. It has thus far 

escaped. detection with even the most modern of high-speed. 

photographic equipment. Detonation may be recognized, how- 

ever, and. its intensit' evaluated, bi observing in some 

manner the effects which it produces. 

Decreased. power output, increased heat rejected to the 

cooling medium, increased olind.er temperatures, and pres- 

sure waves in the combustion space are all effects produced 

b» detonation and. bì which it might conceivably be evalu- 

ated.. 0±' these the last is the most commonly ernployed, 

because the pressure waves produce the sound of detonation 

and because they cari be made to actuate mechanical or 

electrical indicating instruments. 

The indicator used in this work is capable of detect- 

ing slight changes in cylinder pressures and. as such re- 

presents wnat is proabli the last word, not the final 

answer, in inciicatirig equipment. 

The perfect indicating equipment would measure exactlp 

the intensit' of the detonation pressure waves irrespective 

of other associated effects and conditions, and. would 

eliminate the error involved in the interpretations of the 



detonation inte.Lsit'. It is prooab1 true that the latter 

error is o greater magnitude than the former with the 

present eciuipment. 

Experience has shown that when the sound. prothiced b.y 

detonation in an engine increases to a certain level of 

audibtlity, and. the engine is operated. und.er these condi- 

tions for an appreciable length 0±' time, failure of parts 

of the engine will occur. Because differences exist be- 

tween axiy two engines, neither the intensity of the detona- 

tion sound nor the length of time required. to produce 

failure can be defined. Engines can be operated. success- 

fulls at a lower level of knock intensity for extended. 

periods of time. It is at some such point that fuels are 

now rated. An advantage of rating fuels at light ock 

lies in the fact that under these conditions small differ- 

ences can be detected that would be obscured by more severe 

detonation. 

The efiect o operating variables on the iocIing 

characteristics of the several types of hydrocarbons have 

been reported in the literature. The Cooperative Puel Re- 

search Committee (15) reported the effects of spark ad- 

vance, engine speed, and. mixture temperature on relative 

ratings of cracked and straight run fuels. Herron and 

Gillig (7) investigated the effect of speed and jacket 

temperature on the allowable manifold. pressure and. cylinder 



temperatures fr paraffinic, aromatic, olefinic, and. 

alcohol fuels. Garner and Evans (5) showed the effect of 

jacKet temperature on the octane number of naphthenes and 

aromatics. Others (2) (9) (12) have studied the relation- 

ship between molecular structure and anti-knock value. 

These investigators have been unanimous in declaring 

the olefinic, naphthenic, and. aromatic fuels sensitive to 

increased. jacket and mixture temperature in terms of octane 

numbers. The have found that aroinatics and olefins are 

depreciated, relative to paraffin reference fuels, b in- 

creased speed and jacket temperatures. These investigators 

have obtained. their data at maximum knock air-fuel ratio. 

Because of the uniqjie problems of modern aircraft engines, 

it is important to know the effect of operating variables 

on fuel performance for mixtures richer than maximum knock. 

The writer does not claim originality for the concep- 

tton of the subject of the investigation nor o± the in- 

strumentation and teobniques employed. 

The results herein presented were obtained on a 

modified. knock-test engine. They mai not, therefore, be 

direct1y applicable to other engines. It is probable, how- 

ever, that relative differences shown here will oe repro- 

ducible with other equipment. 
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C i cl o he xan e 

The effect of operating variables upon the detonating 

characteristic o± this fuel is shown graphical1,ì in Figs. 

11, 12, and 13. 

because of the dificu1t of associating th effect of 

the several variables when shown on two dimensional co- 

ordinates, the figires were drawn to represent solids. The 

top surfaces represent the octane rating of the iiel at 

some set of conditions represented by the coordinates of 

the base. In order to show the effect of mixture ratio on 

anti-knock value a second set of curves, representing 

another surface, is shown in red. 

Fig. 11 shows the effect of speed and jaeet tempera- 

ture on the octane number of cjc1ohexane at 200 F mixture 

temperature. Under these conditions the effect of either 

increased speed or increased jacket temperature produces 

only small changes in octane number, but the combined 

effects make an appreciable difference. Under these condi- 

tions, this fuel responds favorably to an enriched mixture. 

Fig. 13 shows the perforraance of the same fuel at 

350 F mixture temperature. Here the fuel is depreciated 

mostly b speed, although the effect of increased jacket 

temperature may be noted at the higher 8peeds. Data were 

not ootained for several speeds and. jacket temperatures at 

this mixture temperature. The mixture heating equipment 



caused the fuel to ignite in the manifold, thereby prevent- 

ing their rating, It is of interest to note that of the 

fuels tested only two, cyclohexane and di-isobutylene, 

were ignited in the manifold. 

Fig. 13 is of interest in that it shows that under the 

more severe conditions of mixture temperature and speed the 

rich mixture is of lower octane number than is the maximum 

knock mixture. Any effect due to increased jacket tempera- 

ture is less important than is the effect due to speed. 

The octane numbers below 65 are very approximate, however, 

and conclusions drawn from small differences may not be 

j us t i f i ed. 

Di-isobutylene 

This fuel has been investigated by Herron and Gillig 

( 7) who report that it fa Lis by either 'Tpreignition" or 

"after-firirig' rather than by detonation. Rothrock (lb) 

has defined preignition as surface ignition at sorne hot 

spot in the combustion chamber prior to the ignition spark. 

after-firing is defined (7) as continued firing after cut- 

ting tne ignition switch. Neither o± these phenomena were 

observed to occur at any' time during the tests of this fuel. 

Figs. 14, 15, and 16 show quite definitely the 

sensitivity of di-isobutylene to increased speed and 

temperature. The effect of increased mixture temperature 
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is riot appreciable at low speed. but is pronounced at the 

higher speed. The effect of speed is apparent. It should 

be recognized., of course, that the fuel is depreciated b 

speed. relative to isooctarie--n-heitane mixtures. Inspec- 

tion of the tabulated data will show that the allowable 

compression ratio increases with increased speed. The 

allowable compression ratio is decreased, however, b 

higher jacket and. mixture temperatures. 

These figures also show that the rich mixture rating 
of di-isobutlexie is lower than the lean mixture rating. 

The dotted. curves of Fig. 16 indicate proba1e values. 
ctual values for some points were not obtained. for the 

reasons previously given. 

Best (2) has reported. studies of the speed and tern- 

perature effect on octane ratings of fuels used. in tne 1934 

0FR Road. Tests. He found. that a 100 per cent cracked, 

therefore highly olefinic, fuel was rated. nine octane lower 

b the ASTM-CFR Motor Method than by the Research Method, 

and. that when rated b the Motor Method at 200 F mixture 

temperature the octane number was greater by three than 

wxien rated at 300 F mixture temperature. 

Benzol 

The data obtained for the anti-knock value of benzol 

are expressed as cubic centimeters of tetraethil lead re- 
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quirec3. to brin F-3 reference fuel to the same d.egree of 

knock resistance. These values (cc. T.E.L./gal.) are less 

consistent than are the values for cclohexane and. d.i-iso- 

butylene. The compression ratio at which a given knock 

intensit occurs cannot be d.uplicate at high compression 

ratios with the accuracy that is possible at low compres- 

sion ratios. Heav1y running sud thudding preceded the 

failure point of benzol, a situation previously noted also 

by Herron and illig. 

Although the tata are not atirel consistent through- 

out, certain effects of the different variables are evi- 

dent. Figs. 17, 16, and l show that increased speed arid 

jacket temperature decrease the anti-ock rating of benzol 

at all three mixture temperatures. 

Increasing the richness of the mixture above that for 

maximum knock tends to increase the rating of the fuel at 

the lower mixture temperatures. Jt higher mixture tempera- 

tures the rich mixture knock rating appears to be lower 

than the lean. 

Rothrock (17) has discussed the characteristics of 

fuels which are prone to knock in comparison with fuels 

which are prone to preignite arid. has further analzed data 

presented b Herron and Gillig (7). These data were ob- 

tained using a supercharged 0FR engine equipped with a 

thermal plug. The tñermal plug was screwed in a spark plug 
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hole and. consisted of a flat disc in the face of which was 

a tnerriocou.ple. 

ie ei.gine was operated at speeds of 900 arid 1800 rru 
and. at jacket temperatures of 212 F and. 350 F. Mixture 

ratios were for maximum knock. The compression ratio was 

5.5 to i and the spark advance was 30 degrees. ro heat was 

applied to the mixture. The boost pressure was increased. 

until fuel failure occurred, as indicated. light audible 

knock, preignition, or after-ignition. Among the fuels 
tested were oenzene, di-isobut3lene, and isooctance blends 

oÍ greater arid less than 100 octane number. The results 
of these teste showed. that the thermal plug temperatures at 
which benzene and. di-isobutjlexe failed were much more 

constant than were the temperatures at which isooctane 

failed. These results, shown in Fig. 20, indicate that 
those factors which increase the allowable o'linder tern- 

peratures of a Imocking Thel do not favor a preigniting 
fuel to trie same cLeree. The hypothe8is that a time lag is 
necessari in detonation argues that increased. speed would 

favor a detonating fuel. 2he effect of speed alone on pre- 
ignition has not oeen reported in the literature and. would 

be difficult to determine, stnce increasing speed also in- 
creases cylinder temperatures. 

Fig. 21 has been plotted from the data of Herron and. 

illig, and shows the effect of speed and. jaciet tempera- 
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türe on the allowable boost ratio. Figs. 22 and. 23 were 

plotted. from the writer's data an show the effect o speed 

and jioet temperature ou tne allowable compression ratio. 
The writer's data are not exaet1 comparable with those of 

Herron and Gillig, since changes in boost pressure do not 

affect the end gas conditions in exact1 the same manner as 

do changes in compression ratio (lb) . There exists a re- 
lationship between the two, however, that enables compari- 

sons to iie made which are qualitatively justifiable. 
The reference fuels used, S-1 in the tests of Herron 

and Gillig, and B'-3 in the tests made b the writer, are 

ooth coinmerciallì pure isooctane, and. are identical for 

all practical purposes. 

The general shape of the quadrangles for the fuels 

F-3 and S-1, shown in Figs. 21, 22, and. 23, are veri 

similar. hose for benzene and di-isobut,ylene, however, 

are greatly different. The data of Herron and Gillig snow 

that tnese fuels are depreciated. to a greater extent than 

do the data of the writer. 
Fuel failure b preignition would have been immediate- 

ly apparent with the indicating equipment used b the 

writer. Since this condition did not obtain at szi1y time 

during the tests, and since all information on the subject 

listed preignition as the cause of failure of benzene, 

special tests were maae to determine if preignition could 
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or would occur with the equipment used. The test condi- 

tions were: 

Engine speed 1200 rpm 
Jacket temperature 212 F 
Mixture temperature 350 F 
Mixture ratio Max. nock 
Spark advance 30 degrees 
Engine hours after cleanup 115 
Fuel Benzol 

The engine was operated under these conditions at 

various compression ratios up to il to 1. Io preignition 

or after-firing were obtained, although operation was 

continued for an hour. Light knock was indicated on the 

diagram at a compression ratio of 7.3 to 1. At a later 

date tue tests were again ruxì witn similar engine condi- 

tiOiiS, Dut using a different sample of oenzene. Figs. 24 

and. 25 are oscillograms obtained when the engine was oper- 

ating at 12 to 1 compression ratio. A break and sudden tip- 

ward curvature of the compression line in Fig. 24 indicates 

the passage o± the spark. 01earl there was no preignition 

in thiE case. Fig. 25 was obtained b snapping the camera 

shutter at the instant of cutting the ignition switch. 

There is evident one cacle of after-firing, a second cyc1e 

of very slight ignition, and compression loops showing no 

ignition. The single cc1e of after-firing shown in Fig. 

25 occupied a time space of one-tenth second, ari event oÍ' 

too short duration to be detected aurally. 

It is thus evident tuat benzol will fail from causes 
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other than reigriition or after-firing. 
he audible sound accoinpaning this failure is verj 

similar to that accomanying detonation. 

Magneto-striction indicator diagrams for this tape of 

fuel failure are essentiaily the sanie as those obtained 

with a detonating fuel. 
These ooserved. facts lead to the conclusion that, for 

the range of engine operation investigated, benzol failed 

from a cause not mentioned in ans' of the literature cited, 

that is, b detonation caused by ignition of the end gas. 

Whether this ignition is initiated within the volume oÍ' the 

end gas or at some hot spot on the combustion chamber can- 

not be definitely ascertained from the data of the tests. 
The evidence of the single cacle of after-firing observed, 

however, suggests that the point of ignition was a hot 

spot. 

It is probable that the reason no preignition was 

observed, in contrast to the results preseuted. bly Herron 

and i1lig, lies in the difierence in the methods of test- 
ing. In the one case manifold. boost was increased to the 

point of fuel failure and. in the other fuel failure was 

obtained b increasing the compression ratio. 
In tne former case the heat load of the engine is 

increased proportionalli to the boost, a parallel to the 

situation occurring in full scale engines. In the method 
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of test used b the writer the heat load of the engine is 

decreased (20) with increasing compression ratio. This 

latter method of fuel rating is apparently much better 

suited to the testing of detonating fuels than to pre- 

igniting fuels. 

The writer realizes that his observations are limited 

in application to the extent that the fuels used in the 

tests were dissimilar, in service failure characteristics, 

to pure compounds. However, since the pure compounds are 

seldom encountered in service, the lack of purity of the 

fuels tested should not invalidate the results. 

ASTM distillation data foi' the three fuels, cclo- 

hexane, di-isobutlene, and oenzol are given in Table 7. 

10 performance curves were prepared for the paraffinic 

fuels since they are evaluated by the curves for the other 

test fuels. decrease in octane equivalent of one of the 

test fuels occasioned bi changing gine conditions ma be 

considered to be an increaee in the inook rating of the 

reference fuel relative to the test fuel. 

Fuel-air ratios have not been presented, other than 

in tabular form, Tables l-6. No effect of engine variables 

on the maximum knock fuel-air ratios were evidenced when 

the values were plotted. 

The values of the maximum knock fuel-air ratios are 

given in Table 8. Included in the table are the fuel-air 
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ratios for chernioally correct mixtures. It is seen that 

the maximum knock F/A ratios for both cclohexane and. di- 

isobutylene are richer than that for perfect combustion, 

while isooctane and. benzol maximum knock F/A ratios are 

leaner than those for perfect combustion. 
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Pig. 24 Rate Diagram 

Benzol at 12:1 Compression Ratio 

Pig. 25 Rate Diagram 

Showing Single Cycle of After-Firing 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions given here are applicable to the 

method o± testing used óuring the investigation. Other 

methods o± testing rna not produce similar effects. 

1. Increased engine speed. reduced the octane equiva- 

lent of the naphthenic nd olefinic fuels and. the isooctane 

plus tetraethil lead. equivalent of the aromatic fuel. 

c Increased temperatures, ooth jacket and mixture, 

uecreased trie anti-knock values of the naphthenic and 

olefinic fuels at speeds of 900 and 1200 rpm. .à.t 630 rpm 

the effects of increased temperatures were not appreciable. 

3. Increased speed tends to increase the compression 

ratio at which light knock occurs, for all four types of 

fuel, other engine factors remaining constant. Increased. 

temperatures, either jacket or mixture, decrease the com- 

pression ratio for light knock. 

4. At the two lower mixture temperatures the naph- 

thexric fuel showed a much oetter rich mixture appreetation 

than did the paraf±inic reference fuel. At the high 

mixture temperature and speed., however, the naphthenic fuel 

was depreciated. in anti-knock value relative to the paraf- 

finic fuel. Under no condition of speed and. temperature 

investigated, did. the olefinic fuel have a higher rich than 

lean rating. The effect of mixture ratio on the irnook 

rating of the aromatic fuel was not well defined.. 
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5. i1he data do not permit of differentiation between 

the manners in which the two temperature affects influence 

the knock ratings of the fuels. 

6. There appears to be a sirnilarit between the 

failure characteristics of the olefinic, naphthenic, and 

aromatic fuels, since thea are influenced alike by the 

several variables investigated. 

7. Evidence is presented which indicates that fuel 

tailure mas' result from a cause not found described in the 

literature. Narneip, detonation resulting from surface 

ignition of the end gas. 

8. There is indicated a need for clarification of 

the nomenclature to include this tape of fuel failure. 

9. Ìrornatic fuels appear to be able, under some 

conditions, to support the very rapid. combustion character- 

istio of detonation. 

lo. The variable compression ratio method of tnock 

testing is not well ad.apted to the testing of fuels wuich 

show preigniting tendencies. 
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TuE KNOCK CH.ARCTERISTICS OF A PARAFFINIC FUEL 
COIflERCIAL ISO-OCTA1'E 

o o 
. 

. 

P-i 

rl 
-P 4) 

p 
O.r1P: 

o 
±4Çr 

tD E-1-p Q r-1 r-I 

E-i $-4 O t» Q) 

Q) 1r- .d 
-p 
Q) . 

:r4 Çz 

,4 
C) 

p 
-p 
4 

D1 - 
10 

-4 4) LÇ) 5 
I- 

.1-I O 
DFxi ,- 

LO 
-3 

600 rprìi 

CR. 6.82 7,56 8.60 

F/A 0.078 0.100 0.122 

In i C.R. 6.50 6.95 8.20 
o o 

F/A 0.066 0.085 0.103 

C.R. 6.13 6.58 7.48 

F/A 0.065 0.083 0.100 

C.R. 6.65 7.32 3.1O 
o 
o 

F/A 0.073 0.091 0.110 

r C.R. 6.13 6.45 7.27 
o o 

F/A 0.064 0.081 0.096 

C.R. 5.68 5.87 6.90 
o 

2 F/A 0.064 0.082 0.099 

Çr- C.R. 5.82 6.02 6.65 
o o 

F/A 0.064 0.080 0.098 

ci-. C.R. 5.27 5.69 6.57 
o o 

3 F/A 0.065 0.082 0.099 

C.R. 4.92 5.23 5.82 

F/A 0.063 0.078 0.094 

o 
4) 

C) -1 

os-4 
1.-3 

Q) 

Çr4 

r!1 
Q) 

> 

ib 

:ci4 
C' u) 

'-3 

900 rpm 

7.92 8.37 9.00 

0.069 0.087 0.105 

6.91 7.60 

0.064 0.081 0.098 

6.29 6.89 7.76 

0.064 0.081 0.098 

7.23 7.95 8.85 

0.063 0.080 0.098 

6.28 6.86 7.63 

0.062 0.079 0.094 

5.62 6.38 6.89 

0.063 0.079 0.094 

6.37 6.65 7.21 

0.064 0.080 0.097 

5.57 6.20 6.75 

0.064 0.081 0.097 

4.98 5.53 6.12 

0.086 0.083 0.099 

o 

-p 

C) r-1 r-4 

o 
i.r4 

a) 

:i 

Q) 

:-4c; cri 

r-4 

q) -;-- 

:Çri 
c' 

r-4 

1200 rpm 

8.32 9.01 10.2 

0.066 0.083 0.100 

7.46 8.20 9.27 

0.067 0.085 0.102 

7.04 7.69 8.73 

0.068 0.087 0.105 

7.80 8.20 8.88 

0.064 0.081 0.079 

6.97 7.27 8.16 

0.065 0.083 0.099 

6.51 7.02 7.60 

0.064 0.080 0.097 

6.55 7.11 7.84 

0.063 0.080 0.097 

6.02 6.45 7.25 

0.064 0.081 0.098 

545 6.19 6.95 

0.067 0.084 0.101 
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TABLE 3 

1FFECT OF OPERÀTThG VARLàBLES ON 

TIlE KNOCK UIIARACTERISTICS OF A LEADED PARAFFIN 
OOflERCIA.L ISO-OOTE + 2 cc. T1TRáETliTh LEAD/GAL. 

o o o o 
. .- -rl r-1 

. p4 4-' -p -p -p 
1 

a) E- -p ) (1 r- O r1 r-4 C) - -4 
!-1 o- ) ) o D tD O 

cD .,-I -r-I i -r-4 i -r-i 

-p c- rzi 14 Çx Ç4 Çi4 

o , I I I 

.4 -p R4 .-I r-4 . r-1 -4 

C) Lf Q 6 ô 
c, rlO ;:i c'2 O C3 LO c'1 

_; or X1 f-4 -! Çx1 -4 r-I Ç4 

600rpm _____ 900 rpm 1200 rpm 

C.R. 8.37 9.O3 9.55 8.95 10.2 11.2 9.c$O 10.7 12.0 

F/A 0.064 0.052 0.099 0.064 0.080 0.096 0.061 0.077 0.092 

I1 ? 
C.R. 7.67 8.60 9.58 7.33 9.25 10.2 8.34 9.80 10.9 

F/A 0.062 0.078 0.095 0.063 0.079 0.095 u.063 0.083 0.099 

4 
C.R. 6.88 3.00 8.97 6.90 8.21 3.96 7.67 8.75 9.98 

2 F/A 0.064 0.080 0.096 0.063 0.079 0.095 0.064 0.080 0.u97 

C.R. 8.00 8.9O 9.70 .2o 9.5 11.0 3.92 9.55 10.2 

F/A O.06 0.086 0.103 0.062 0.079 0.094 0.063 0.079 0.095 

: 
C.R. 6.82 8.02 c.97 7.16 i.35 9.22 7.73 ö.70 9.55 

F/A 0.063 0.Odl 0.096 0.060 0.077 0.092 0.065 0.083 0.099 

c.:R. 6.18 7.35 8.24 5.19 7.34 8.10 7.05 7.62 8.65 

) F/A 0.065 0.082 0.099 0.062 0.079 0.093 0.063 0.080 0.097 

C.R. 6.59 7.52 8.15 6.b3 U.00 8.67 7.23 83Q 9.30 

F/A 0.062 0.078 0.094 0.062 u.077 3.093 0.062 0.079 0.092 

Çz C.R. 5.84 6.97 7.73 6.05 7.21 8.21 6.45 7.38 8.45 
o o 

F/A 0.064 0.080 0.096 0.063 0.078 0.094 0.064 0.081 0.097 

C.R. 5.22 6.02 6.95 5.42 6.19 6.90 5.97 6.72 7.74 
o 

2 F/A 0.063 0.079 0.095 0.065 0.082 0.098 0.063 0.079 0.095 



TABLE 4 

EFFECT OF OPERATING VIRIABLES ON 
T KNOCK CEARACTERISTICS OF CYCLOHEXANE 

o o 
1'_ -1 

P O-P 4.) 

0-i E OcS 
CD 

a) 

E-1 

E-1 

4.) 

l 
O 
0 Q) Q) 

Q) .Ç-4 ;i 

4-) 41 
a) 

o 
4) cr- 

E-Pa) 
.-4 

CD 

r O0 C',) 

C-)OÇx1 

600 rpm 

C.R. 5.27 5.74 6.72 

O.. 85 85 90 

F/A 0.072 0.090 0.109 

C.R. 5.00 5.57 6.45 

' O.N. 52 85 90 

F/A 0.075 0.095 0.116 

cx C.R. 
e o 0.N. -- -- -- 
Lo r 
') F/A -- -- -- 

1.4 C.R. 4.93 5.58 6.50 

b o.u. 33 59 90 

F/A 0.074 0.091 0.110 

Çx4 ÇZ4 C.R. 4.55 5.20 6.08 

ò.. 82 86 92 ,-t- ) 
F/A 0.074 0.091 0.110 

C.R. -- -- -- 

O.,N. -- -- -- 

F/A -- -- -- 

C.R. 4.34 4.86 5.76 

0.,N. 54 89 92 

C' F/A 0.076 0.094 0.115 

ri G.R. 4.02 4.42 4.85 

0.J. 82 83 88 

" F/A 0.072 0.090 0.109 

Çxj C.R. .).95 4.43 5.18 

0.1N. 84 89 93 

F/A 0.080 0.100 0.120 

o 
"-4 
4) 

C) 

OÇ-i 
r-1 

Q) 
r-1 

Q) 

V CD 
Ç',) LO 

r4 

900 rpm 

5.73 6.80 7.88 
81 89 92 

0.078 0.099 0.120 

5.27 5.82 6.64 

78 77 82 

0.073 0.090 0.111 

5.24 6.24 7.15 

80 89 91 

0.074 0.095 0.112 

4.64 5.20 6.15 

70 77 82 

0.072 0.091 0.111 

4.33 4.93 
65 65 65 

0.075 0.094 0.114 

4.63 5.12 5.87 
78 51 84 

0.073 0.091 0.110 

4.34 4.78 5.37 
65 70 67 

0.075 0.094 0.114 

4.13 4.43 4.95 

60 65 60 

0.078 0.093 0.114 

o 
-1 
-P 

O ,-I r-I 

O Q O 

r-I 
a) 

'-- 

cJ:j 
2Çzi 

Ç,) 

e-4 

Lt) 

-4 

1200 rpm 

6.45 7.38 8.57 

75 79 85 

0.077 0.097 0.117 

5.96 6.58 7.73 

65 65 76 

0.078 0.099 0.119 

5.72 6.18 o.76 
55 50 50 

0.075 0.095 0.115 

6.03 6.62 7.56 

60 70 78 

0.077 0.097 0.118 

5.57 5.75 6.32 
55 60 50 

0.074 0.094 0.113 

5.30 i.57 6.18 
O 50 50 

0.075 0.097 0.107 

4.97 5.52 6.23 
50 60 60 

0.075 0.092 0.113 

4.83 5.23 6.03 

50 50 50 

0.078 0.098 0.117 

4.42 4.71 5.45 

50 40 40 

0.077 0.096 0.106 



TABLE 5 

EFFECT OF OPERATING VARIABLES ON 
T1 KNOCK CHJRACTERISTI0S OF DI-ISO-BUTYLENE 

o o 
-r1 .- 

Pi Qq.) p 
p4 ci 

El4 C) 

Q)Ç r1 
O 

.rI 

Q) 

i 
Q) 

- ri 

,4 
C) 

PP.ici-4 <-PQ) -1 
Q) Lf) O 

ci rOC)i 1oor1 di 
rx 

C') L) 

600 rpm 

C.R. 6.20 6.52 7.40 

o.;. 93 93 94 
C') F/A 0.071 0.091 O.lOd 

C.R. 5.54 5.95 6.97 
o o 
LO LO í,î 92 92 93 

-- -' 
F/A 0.076 0.098 0.119 

o 

C') 

o 
u, 

?D O.». 
LO - - - - 

C.R. 5.47 5.76 6.32 

oj. 91 90 88 

F/A 0.068 0.086 0.104 

C.R. 4.97 5.20 5.72 

, 90 66 86 

F/it 0.065 0.084 0.102 

Çz, C.R. 4.86 5.02 5.33 

O.L. 92 91 87 

F/A 0.069 0.087 0.104 

ç, O.R. 4.42 4.62 4.82 

o OJI. 91 89 82 

F/A 0.069 0.087 0.105 

o 

-p 
ci 

O r-4 r-4 Oi a) G) 

! 
O 

ci C') it) 

rz1 r-4 

900 rpm 

6.26 6.50 7.10 
85 84 53 

0.070 0.086 0.105 

5.57 5.93 6.52 
62 80 80 

0.073 0.092 0.112 

5.02 -- -- 

83 -- -- 

0.067 -- -- 

5.70 6.09 6.65 
84 86 3 

0.066 0.082 0.100 

5.25 5.62 6.55 
84 83 84 

0.075 0.095 0.116 

4.68 5.23 -- 

76 76 -- 

0.067 0.085 -- 

4.87 5.18 5.67 
82 82 81 

0.069 0.087 0.104 

4.62 4.78 5.19 
60 76 72 

0.070 0.088 0.108 

Çz4 C.R. 4.08 4.23 4.64 4.19 4.72 5.12 

O;T. 86 82 70 75 73 69 

F/A 0.070 0.087 0.105 0.079 0.100 0.119 

51 

o 
r-1 

-p 
ci 

o r-1 r-1 Oi 
r-f 

) a) 

ci rx 

ka) Lt) e) 

Çxi 

ç') 

,-i r-1 

1200 rpm 

7.10 7.46 8.16 
57 81 78 

0.073 0.092 0.108 

5.95 6.48 6.92 
65 65 65 

0.071 0.089 0.108 

5.62 5.96 6.75 
55 50 50 

0.074 0.092 0.113 

6.19 6.35 6.87 
70 65 60 

0.070 0.089 0.107 

5.52 6.02 7.05 
55 60 60 

0.080 0.101 0.121 

5.35 5.47 5.75 
50 50 45 

0.071 0.088 0.108 

5.20 5.68 6.02 
60 70 50 

0.063 0.079 0.095 

5.06 5.15 5.64 
65 55 50 

0.067 0.085 0.101 

4.52 5.16 5.54 
50 50 40 

0.076 0.095 0.115 
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TABLE 6 

EFFECT OF OPBRATING VARIABLES ON 
TliE KNOCK CiIARACTERISTICS OF BENZOL 

-4O 

: 

O 
r 

o 
H Q 

. 
4 

Q.r4Ç 
o__ 

4.) 4) 

c 
-p 

) 

E- 

E-i p 
c 

o 
O- ,- 

Q) 

r-t 

o 

,S4 

O Oi e-i 

1) 

r-1 

Q) 

O 
O 

,- 

Q) 1) 

-p 
i)Pt1.r-I 
-, . 

r1 j 
Çz1 

j 
Ç'4 

r-1 

1j ç'4 

:i 
Çx.4 

.H 
fr4 o E-ll i i i 4 

Q 
.4.) p. r-i r-i 

l) 

-° o 

;b 
,_ 

4Q) L) 

. 

ò ._-1 
.c ô" 

.j 
I- 

.rIo();: 
)C)Çz1 Çr1 

C\ 

r-4 
Q 
r1 

C\ 

rl 
I!) 

r- r 

C'2 

-4 

600 rp 900 rpn 1200 rpm 

C.R. 8.33 10.2 11.0 9.22 10.5 11.4 9.24 10.2 11.6 
CC. 1.9 3.5 4.0 2.5 2.3 2.2 1.0 1.2 1.3 
F/A 0.073 0.092 0.111 0.070 0.090 0.105 0.069 0.086 0.104 

ç 0.R. 7.91 $.55 9.62 7.83 8.35 10.4 7.71 8.92 10.75 
° 
LO 

° 
LO 

' 
J 2.4 3.5 2.2 2.0 0.8 2.2 0.5 0.8 1.7 

) -'/ 
F it 0.069 0.087 0.105 0.072 0.089 0.106 0.077 0.096 0.115 

ç C.R. 7.62 8.38 9.45 6.95 o.04 9.20 7.28 8.40 9.80 
CC. 3.5 4.0 3.0 2.2 1.7 2.2 0.6 1.1 1.5 
F/A 0.075 0.094 0.112 0.074 0.092 0.110 0.076 0.095 0.114 

ç C.R. 8.34 10.2 10.9 8.66 9.61 11.0 8.50 9.71 11.3 
cc. 1.8 4.0 4.0 2.8 2.2 2.0 1.1 2.3 4.0 
F/A 0.070 0.085 0.106 0.065 0.081 0.098 0.070 0.087 0.105 

Çr. C.R. 7.02 7.87 9.24 6.86 7.62 9.43 7.35 8.97 9.34 
? CC. 2.6 1.8 2.5 1.2 1.0 2.2 0.9 2.3 1.7 

F/A 0.071 0.089 0.106 0.069 0.086 0.103 0.071 0.033 0.108 

rI C.R. 6.40 7.06 7.74 6.10 6.57 7.54 6.86 7.56 8.67 
Oc. 3.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 0.9 1.1 1.7 2.0 
F/A 0.071 0.089 0.108 0.066 0.083 0.100 0.073 0.092 0.110 

1 C.R. 6.60 8.00 9.18 6.80 7.63 8.83 6.91 7.55 8.82 

8 cc. 2.0 2.6 3.0 1.8 1.5 2.5 0.9 0.7 1.1 
C'1 F/A 0.074 0.093 0.112 0.072 0.090 0.107 0.071 0.083 0.106 

Çt1 Çz4 C.R. 5.92 775 6.37 7.05 7.85 6.14 7.05 o.07 
o a 
LO LO CC 2.3 1.3 2.0 2.5 1.6 1.8 0.5 1.0 1.2 N) t- t) F/A 0.072 0.091 0.109 0.071 0.090 0.108 0.075 0.094 0.104 

Ç:4 C.R. 5.84 5.82 6.75 5.32 5.85 6.49 5.72 6.50 7.26 
D CC. 3.5 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.6 

F/A 0.069 0.087 0.106 0.071 0.090 0.108 0.071 0.095 0.104 
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TABLE 7 

ASTM DISTILLATION DATA 
TEMPERATURES, DEGREES ' 

Fuel 0clohexane Di-isobut'lene Benzol 

Speeifio Gravita, ? O.b2$ 0.735 0.b75 
60 

Initial Boiling Point 169 140 177 

10o Point 170 210 lbO 

30, Point 171 224 1b3 

50io Point 173 234 185 

70;i Point 174 243 189 

90'o Point 176 336 206 

En Point 182 414 238 

Recovers, per cent 98 97 97 

Residue, per cent 0.9 1.8 1.2 

.Loss, per cent 1.1 1.2 1.8 
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TABLE 8 

FtJEL-.AIR RATIOS 

Max. Xnoc Meali Deviation F/A Ratio 
ue1 P/A. Ratio from Average for Perfect 

average F/ì Ratio Combustion 

Clef in 
Di-isobutylene 0.9719 0.0026 0.0672 

Naphthene 
O3clohexane 0.0752 0.0019 0.0572 

A r orna t i e 
3enzol 0.0718 0.0019 0.0748 

.araf f ins 
s-1 0.0641 0.0018 0.0650 

s-1 + 20o n-Heptane 0.0747 0.0029 0.0642 

S-1 + 2 cc. T.E.L. 0.0632 0.0012 0.0650 
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